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Abstract

Machine learning algorithms are often used on large biological

data sets for the purposes of identifying biomarkers associated to

disease which can be used as a diagnostic or prognostic tool. In this

thesis, we demonstrate the classi�cation e�cacy of eight machine

learning algorithms demonstrated on multiple schizophrenia and

bipolar disorder related data sets. These algorithms include sup-

port vector machines, naive Bayes classi�ers, and other clustering

and regression techniques. All software used in the classi�cation

is open source to elucidate the potential of accessible and robust

data mining software.
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1 Introduction

Data, a set of facts and statistics recorded for reference or analysis, is

a commodity which is being generated in increasing amounts. While Gregor

Mendel's data was small enough to be recorded in a notebook, modern scienti�c

data is stored electronically in huge matrices and spreadsheets, as well as a

variety of other database structures. A consequence of the size and complexity

of the data being generated is that the process of analysis by hand becomes

no longer possible, requiring the assistance of computer based computational

and statistical tools.

Visual projection of data and easy access to properly computed statistics

are excellent resources for scientists to test hypotheses and draw novel conclu-

sions from the data, but this requires a high level or 'educated' observer for

interpretation, deciding which information is meaningful and relevant to the

dependent variable being studied. Machine learning is a term to describe the

software implementations of statistical learning algorithms for the purpose of

analyzing a dataset. Originally de�ned by Arthur Samuel in 1959, who called

it a �Field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being

explicitly programmed�[17], machine learning is used to tackle big data prob-

lems such as those found in physics, chemistry, and biology. We are interested

in machine learning in the context of medical imaging.

In practice, machine learning is carried out via the construction of software

objects which are in turn implementations of machine learning algorithms.

There are a variety of machine learning algorithms, but all such algorithms

can be thought of as belonging to two classes: those that learn by supervision

and those that learn unsupervised. Our interest will be restricted to imple-

mentations of supervised machine learning algorithms.
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There are an ever increasing number of supervised machine learning algo-

rithms, but all share a common de�ning feature. Before the algorithm can

be used to classify data, it must be trained on data which has already been

classi�ed. The classi�er, the software implementation of a classifying machine

learning algorithm, 'learns' or '�ts' to the data, meaning it creates an ap-

proximating function or decision structure which models the relation between

independent and dependent variables in the data. Once '�t' or 'trained' on

a set of observations, the classi�er can be 'tested' on a separate set of data,

where the classi�er tries to predict the dependent variable of a previously un-

seen observation using its independent variables. This process of 'training' and

'testing' is often done by separating a single set of data into subsets designated

for each purpose. This means the accuracy of the classi�ers predictions on the

testing subset are viewed in light of the schema or function they produced

after �tting to the training subset.

We perform computational experiments in which we test the prediction

power of machine learning classi�ers in classifying subjects' mental disorders

using MRI scans of their brain in various imaging modalities. The scans are

comprised of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and healthy control subjects, di-

agnosed using the DSM-IV[13] criteria by the Mind Research Network[15]. We

train the classi�ers themselves, the classi�ers on both raw features from the

data as well as smaller sets of data transformed by various dimensional scaling

algorithms on the original feature space. Open source software is employed

for the experiments and its e�ectiveness is demonstrated. The experiment

compares eight distinct machine learning classi�ers and three dimensional re-

duction techniques on neurological data in a variety of modalities and com-

binations of modalities. The eight classi�ers do their predictions on the raw

data, but also test their accuracy on data that has been preprocessed using
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three data transformation algorithms which reduce dimensionality.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Background information regarding

medical imaging and relevant modalities will be discussed. The methods will

then present information about the datasets analyzed followed by an overview

of the process of conducting our experiment. After a summary of the results,

there will be a discussion of possible improvements and directions for future

work followed by an appendix of information on the composition of the data

and the complete classi�cation results for each experiment. All programming

code used in this project will be included in a digital form attached to this

thesis.
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2 Background

Medical Imaging

Medical imaging is a practice of using various tools to examine the compo-

sition of living human tissue. An common example of this is the use of a X-Ray

machine to determine the presence of a fracture in a subjects bone. For neuro-

logical scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most common method

used today and provides high resolution three dimensional images of the tis-

sue being scanned. Additionally, many modern MRI machines employ various

imaging modalities that allow them to focus on speci�c tissue types using the

unique magnetic properties of each. This allows for things such as blood �ow,

water di�usion, and white and grey matter segmentation to be identi�ed and

focused on using a speci�c modality best suited to identify it.

Functional MRI (fMRI)[14] is a scanning method which measures brain

activity by detecting changes in blood oxygenation and de-oxygenation. It

takes advantage of the changes in the magnetic properties of blood cells when

de-oxygenated. De-oxygenation of blood implies metabolism by neurons and

other nearby brain cells, usually associated with the �ring of neurons and thus

brain activity. The fMRI data in this experiment was collected during an

auditory experiment, monitoring their brains reaction and processing of the

stimuli. Fractional anisotropy (FA)[15]is an imaging modality which uses the

di�usion of water the brain to identify areas in which the �ow of molecules is

free or narrowed, using the protons of the water molecules to monitor direc-

tionality of �ow. This allows axons, elongated tubes of cell tissue that connect

neurons in the brain, to be identi�ed and mapped, Assuming the Brownian

motion of water molecules is constricted inside of the axon, each data point
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is the square root of the sum of squares of the di�erences in di�usity, di-

vided by the sum of squares of the di�usivities, in that particular voxel of the

brain.[19]Amplitude of low frequency �uctuations (ALFF) [17] is a modality

which uses the same imaging as fMRI, but is done in a resting state where

no stimuli or tasks are required and the subject tries to relax. A structural

MRI of grey matter density (GM) [20] was also provided. In summary, we

have two functional modalities, fMRI and ALFF, collected over a time series

but averaged into a contrast map of changes in an area over the course of an

experiment such that they have the same dimensionality as a structural scan,

and two structural modalities, FA and GM.

Dimensionality Reduction

While some of the classi�ers we will be using are known to work well with

high-dimensional data, we would like to test the abilities of the algorithms

on not only the raw high dimensional data, but also on lower dimensional

representations of the original data which may make the class di�erences more

apparent and thus more easily classi�able. Dimensional scaling algorithms can

work in a variety of ways, supervised or unsupervised, but for our purposes

we can simply think of them as algorithms that take the raw data as in input

and return a dataset with less features for each subject.

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a procedure that converts the fea-

tures of a dataset into a set of linear uncorrelated values referred to as principal

components. In the language of linear algebra, a principal component decom-

position is equivalent to a singular value decomposition.[9] PCA returns a

�rst component that always accounts for the largest possible variance in the

data, and each additional component has the highest variance possible while

remaining orthogonal to the previous component. We used PCA to reduce di-
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mensionality by associating to each subject the �rst ten principal components.

Independent component analysis (ICA) is a procedure similar to PCA. In-

stead of accounting for variance, ICA converts the features of a dataset into a

set of components which are maximally statistically independent, where maxi-

mal statistical independence is de�ned by minimization of mutual information.

In practice, ICA attempts to create components which identify sources that

may span across many features with overlap.[?] For example, if one had an

audio �le which had two people talking at the same time, one might use ICA

to identify and separate the two speakers as separate components.

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a method which creates components

of linear combinations of features to separate between categorical variables in

a set of observations. While otherwise similar to PCA and ICA, which do

not take into account the dependent variables, LDA is a supervised algorithm

which takes class distinctions into account when transforming a dataset. In ad-

dition to being used for dimensional scaling, LDA can also be used as a super-

vised linear classi�er, but LDA will not be used for such in this experiment.[11]

Reduced versions of each data set were constructed using Principal Com-

ponent Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Linear

Discriminant Analysis (LDA). PCA and ICA are unsupervised and return an

inputted number of components for each subject without referring to the tar-

get classes the subjects come from. LDA on the other hand is supervised and

constructs its reduced set of components in light of that. This means there is

now an original version and an LDA,PCA,ICA, copy of each original data set,

each of which is then split into its own class, modality combination, and pre-

processing method so all arrays representing di�erent data are kept separate

from one another.

Random sampling functions were created to take either multiple disease
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groups in any modality or combination of modalities and construct a new

sample composed of a random subset of each group. The function takes a

parameter that sets the size of sample by specifying what percentage of each

group to draw from, i.e. take a random 20% of the schizophrenia subjects'

fMRI data and a random 20% of control subjects' fMRI data to construct a

training set. This is to prevent a random sample from being entirely composed

of subjects from a single class. The remainder of each group's data is then

used to construct a testing set. The random sampling functions were tedious

to code because they involved taking subjects from each class group's array

and vertically concatenating them and creating a new associated target array.

Selecting subjects into new arrays and concatenating them for each random

sample de�nitely had a signi�cant impact on run time.

Classi�ers

As mentioned above, we train eight machine learning classi�ers over the

course of our study. In this section, we give a brief introduction to each

machine learning classi�er with which we work.

Support vector machines(SVM) are a supervised machine learning method

that attempts to �nd the maximal separating hyperplane between categorical

dependent variables in a feature space. This feature space is subject to the

curse of dimensionality, where run times and system resources are consumed

proportional to the size and dimensions of the data, but support vector ma-

chines excel in dealing with this common machine learning problem. The SVM

creates a transformed feature space de�ned in terms of a mapping from the

original feature space using kernel function. The result is a space that is much

higher dimensional, but computations are in principle simpler as good linear
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Figure 1: Example of how support vector machines create a maximum seperating hyper-

plane by projecting the original feature space into a higher dimensional space. The points

on the dotted lines are called support vectors.

separating hyperplanes are easier to �nd.[12]

An added bene�t of support vector machines is that the kernel function is

somewhat modular in that it can be swapped out with a variety of functions

to tailor the classi�er to the given problem. Two kernel functions were selected

for testing: a linear kernel and a radial basis function kernel.

K-nearest neighbors (kNN) is a supervised classi�cation algorithm that

compares examples based on their distance from one other in the feature space.

This is usually done using the euclidean distance but other metrics can be

used. Using the distances between observations of independent variables in

the feature space, each example can rank all other training examples based on

their similarity through distance in the feature space. In actually predicting

the class of a previously unseen example, the distance to all the training set

examples are computed, and the k most similar examples have their class labels

considered. From the 'k nearest neighbor' the class or group label that is most

common in the class is chosen as the predicted class of the testing sample in

question.

Logistic Regression is a regression method for often used for prediction of
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Figure 2: A simple example of linear regression separating between two classes of data.

categorical dependent variables. While logistic regression is used for binary

categorical variables, a generalization, multinomial logistic regression, can be

used for problems involving more than two classes. In addition to predicting

the class of an example, logistic regression also calculates a probability of

the example having that particular class group. This is special because most

classi�ers output only the predicted class of a sample, but logistic regression

also gives us a con�dence statistic for the prediction.

Recall that regression works by �tting a set of data points or examples

belonging to a given class to a function. For example, linear regression �ts a

line to a set of data. The regression line can then be used in classi�cation to

determine the class of an example based on whether it is on one side of the line

or the other. Logistic regression works similarly. Logistic regression �ts the

data to a logistic function instead of a linear function used in linear regression.

Naive Bayes classi�ers are supervised probabilistic classi�ers formed on
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Figure 3: Bayes theorem.

Figure 4: An example of a random forest's tree structure.

Bayes theorem. This algorithm computes the probability of a example having

a speci�c categorical dependent variable. Naive Bayes determines this proba-

bility by examining the relation between dependent and independent variables

in the training set upon which the classi�er was trained. Once the proba-

bility of an example having each possible dependent variable is determined,

the most probable is selected as the algorithms prediction of the example's

class. To determine the 'most probable' or 'maximum likelihood' requires an

assumption on the distribution of features. For this reason, three naive Bayes

distribution models were used: Gaussian, Bernoulli, and multinomial. These

were chosen because they were the only available naive bayes classi�ers in the

machine learning library used.

Random forests are a type of ensemble learning method classi�er that cre-

ates multiple decision trees. It is an ensemble method because it blends multi-

ple models together. For example, di�erent predictors can be used in di�erent

leaves, random noise can be injected, di�erent nodes can use di�erent decision

trees, just as linear or quadratic decision structures, etc. As a classi�er, the
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decision tree structure is created when the classi�er �ts to the training data

set, and when presented with a testing example, a path through the tree is

chosen based on the features of the testing example and a �nal leaf is reached

which dictates the predicted class of the example.
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3 Methods

The Mind Research Network[15] in Albuquerque, New Mexico made avail-

able two neurological medical imaging datasets with scans from schizophrenia

and bipolar subjects as well as a control group for comparison. each inde-

pendent variable for each subject is a voxel, a volumetric pixel of the medical

image of that patient, representing a cube (sometimes stretched) of various size

depending on the parameters of the machine at a particular location in the

subjects brain. Multiple scans were received for each subject for each of the

di�erent imaging modalities that were used when they were scanned. Di�erent

imaging modalities are used one at a time during the scan to collect di�erent

aspects of the brain and its functioning, MRI machines not being able to use

multiple modalities simultaneously.

Data Set A involved image data from a cohort of 164 individuals of which 54

were DSM-IV classi�ed as schizophrenic, 48 were DSM-IV classi�ed as bipolar

and 62 were free of any DSM-IV Axis 1 disorder or psychotropic medication.

Image data for each individual was comprised of an initial data stream of

52000 voxels derived from a functional MRI (fMRI) image and a secondary

data stream of 40901 voxels derived from a fractional anisotropy (FA) image.

Data Set B was similarly structured and involved image data from a cohort

of 63 individuals of which 35 were DSM-IV classi�ed as schizophrenic and 28

were free of any DSM-IV Axis 1 disorder or psychotropic medication. Image

data for each individual was comprised of an initial data stream of 370 features

derived from an FA-image, a secondary data stream of 2244 features derived

from an ALFF resting state image and a third data stream of 1435 features

derived from a grey matter structural image.

All analysis and coding was done on a Ubuntu Linux[20] system running
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freely available version 12.04 LTS (Precise Pangolin). Python 2.7[11] was cho-

sen as the language of choice due to the availability of open source machine

learning libraries and its readability. Geany[10] was used as the development

environment of choice due to its simplicity and richness of text editing features

that most other development environments lack. Ipython[7] was used exten-

sively to test various functions due to its bash integration and useful tools for

benchmarking and object exploration, conveniently displaying the attributes

and methods of whatever object one is working with using bash-like auto-

complete. The machine learning module from SciPy[6], often referred to as

sklearn (SciKits Machine Learning),[5, ?] was chosen for implementing various

machine learning classi�ers due to its excellent documentation and number of

tools it contained.

The data was received in a convenient format for analyzing with the clas-

si�ers, consisting of a two-dimensional array with rows representing subjects

and columns representing voxels or features. Matlab matrix �les were con-

verted to python dictionaries using SciPy's io module. Each dictionary then

had a key whose value was the two-dimensional matrix of the data. This data

was then extracted from the dictionary into a numpy array.

Data was then split into separate arrays for each pairing of disease state and

modality, allowing each group to be accessed and drawn from independently as

well as to prevent mislabeling any subjects. While retaining the separate ar-

rays for each modality and disease state, additional arrays were constructed by

horizontally concatenating arrays of multiple modalities for each disease group,

allowing for combinations of modalities to be analyzed together to demonstrate

which modalities were most e�ective for the accuracy of the classi�er's predic-

tions. In data set A, there was an array for controls, schizophrenia subjects,

and bipolar subjects in both fMRI, FA, and a fMRI+FA concatenated array.
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Thus dataset A was represented by 9 array variables. In data set B, there

was an array for both controls and schizophrenia subjects, for each of FA,

GM, ALFF ,FA+GM, FA+ALFF, GM+ALFF, and FA+GM+ALFF. Thus

dataset B was represented by 14 arrays.

All additional data preparation involved generating target arrays. Targets

arrays are N by 1 arrays that store the class of each subject in an associated

data array. Each element is an integer from 1 to the number of class groups.

These had to be constructed using information received with the data that

the �rst x subjects were from group 0 and the next y subjects were group 1.

Speci�c functions were created to do this for each data set received. Target

arrays were expected by all the supervised algorithms used in addition to the

data, but as a separate array.

Functions were then constructed for each of the eight algorithms. Each

function is four lines long, takes training and testing data and targets as pa-

rameters, initializes a classi�er, �ts to the training data based on the training

targets, then returns a real number between 0 and 1 representing the percent

of the testing data that was correctly classi�ed.

A function was then constructed to run all the classi�ers on a given training

and testing set and record the classi�cation accuracy of each algorithm. This

function was then used in a higher level function that ran all eight algorithms

on a given data set N times, creating a random training set of P percent of each

class group and a testing set using the remainder, and recording the accuracy

of each algorithm on each iteration of random sampling and classi�cation. Yet

again, the previous function was used in an even higher level function where it

was called on each modality and combination of modalities (fMRI, FA+FMRI,

etc..) with each preprocessing method (LDA, etc..).
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4 Results

The result of the main function, sent to either stdout or a given text �le,

displays a few things. First the initial parameters of the classi�cant experiment

are shown shown: N, the number of random samplings to do for each algorithm,

C, the number of components to be used for PCA and ICA, and P the percent

of each class to be used in constructing a training set.

Then we see the mean/max/min/std accuracy of each algorithm, on each

dataset, with each preprocessing method, after N iterations of random sam-

pling P percent of each group. This information was generated on all com-

binations of data sets for a range of di�erent values of P to demonstrate the

number of samples required for training to achieve a threshold classi�cation

accuracy, as well as numerous values of C to determine (eyeball) the optimal

number of components to use. ICA and PCA seem to perform best at around

10 components.

Results were generated using the following parameters: 1000 trials of ran-

dom sampling for each algorithm on each data-subset, 20%,30%,50%,75%,and

90% training set sizes, and 10 components for ICA and PCA. The results for

the 90% training set sizes are shown below.

Data set A is comprised of 164 subjects from three class groups: control,

schizophrenia, and bipolar; and three modalities: fMRI, FA, and fMRI+FA.

Group Comparison Accuracy Modality Feature Extraction Method Classi�er

Control vs Schizophrenia vs Bipolar Disorder .874 FMRI+FA Linear Discriminant Analysis Logistic Regression

Control vs Schizophrenia .965 FMRI+FA Linear Discriminant Analysis K-Nearest Neighbors

Control vs Bipolar Disorder .916 FMRI+FA Linear Discriminant Analysis Logistic Regression

Schizophrenia vs Bipolar Disorder .902 FMRI Linear Discriminant Analysis Random Forests

Table 1: Best Results from Dataset A
This table shows the mean accuracy of the given classi�er after 1000 trials of random sampling with training

size set to 90%. The best results at that training size for each class comparison are shown.
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Doing a three group comparison including all classes in training and testing,

using just the fMRI data after LDA, Logistic Regression (LR) achieved 81.5%

accuracy using only 20% of the data to train on, but did not do better than

82% even at 90% training set size. Logistic Regression also did well using

the fMRI+FA data, reaching 85.7% at 20% training size and 87.8% with 90%

training size.

Neither ICA nor PCA did much better than 70% for any classi�er, often

achieving accuracies of 40% or lower in analyzing many modalities. While they

performed better in some modalities than others, the relationship between the

modalities and the accuracies appear in line with the variance in the LDA

results. Using LDA on dataset A, the combination of functional MRI data

with fractional anistropy from a di�usion tensor imaging scan performed better

than either alone, though independently fMRI led to higher accuracies.

When comparing just controls and schizophrenia subjects, attempting to

diagnose schizophrenia in the testing data subjects, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)

achieved 96.5% accuracy on the LDA transformed data with 90% training set

size. When comparing just controls and bipolar subjects, attempting to diag-

nose bipolar disorder in the testing data subjects, logistic regression achieved

91.6% accuracy with the LDA transformed data and training on 90% of the

data. When trying to di�erentiate between bipolar and schizophrenia sub-

jects, best results were achieved using the fMRI data alone, where after LDA,

Random Forests (RF) reached 90.2% classi�cation accuracy after 1000 trials

of random sampling.

Dataset B is composed of 63 subjects from two class groups: control

and schizophrenia; and 7 modalities: FA, GM, ALFF, FA+GM, FA+ALFF,

GM+ALFF, GM+ALFF+FA.

Best results in diagnosing schizophrenia correctly were achieved using Ran-
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Accuracy Modality Feature Extraction Method Classi�er

Control vs Schizophrenia .967 ALFF+GM+FA Linear Discriminant Analysis Random Forests

Table 2: Best Results from Dataset B
This table shows the mean accuracy after 1000 trials of random sampling with training size set to 90%. The

best results at that training size for each class comparison are shown.

dom Forests (RF) at 90% training size using only the merged data after LDA,

scoring 96.7%. At 20% training size, the best algorithm was Bernoulli Naive

Bayes (BNB), scoring 79.3%. Both achieved their accuracy using the LDA

transformed data.

From our results it is clear that preprocessing plays an important role in

machine learning for this project. Prior to using Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) to transform the data before training and testing with the classi�ers,

no algorithm achieved results better than around 60%. In Dataset A, LDA

improved the classi�cation accuracy of all algorithms to above 80% at 90%

training size. At 96% and 98% training sizes, LDA allowed classi�cation ac-

curacies of over 97% for diagnosing schizophrenia subjects versus control in

Dataset A. While these results are very large, they are arti�cially large due to

the classi�er over�tting to the dataset and may not properly indicate how the

classi�ers would generalize in practice.

Preprocessing using LDA far outperformed preprocessing using PCA or

ICA in classi�cation after data transformation. The reason for this is likely

that LDA operates with knowledge of the class groupings when determining

which features are most important while PCA and ICA are blind to the class

of a given subject when comparing features.

Training size has a clear e�ect on classi�cation accuracy, larger training

sets meaning the classi�er has more information on to base its predictions on.

Note that this trend of higher accuracy with larger training sets is not constant

in these results as the accuracies are the mean of 100 iterations of random
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sampling. Some permutations of a randomly selected training set subjects

and testing set subjects may lead to higher and lower accuracies than others.

Because a �nite number of random trials are done, there is the possibility that

classi�ers will 'get lucky' and do better than others with larger training sets,

but with a large number of trials, the e�ect of training size is expected to be

more or less linearly related to classi�cation accuracy in practice.

It is clear in the three tables above that PCA and ICA do quite poorly

in comparison to LDA, barely exceeding 50% accuracy even at larger training

set sizes while classi�ers using LDA reduced data of the same modalities were

able to achieve accuracies ranging from 60% to 89% accuracy.It is clear given

the above table that certain modalities or combinations of modalities allow

the classi�ers to perform better than when using other modalities. In the

above table, fMRI data appears to be more indicative of bipolar disorder than

FA data, but when both are examined together, the classi�er outperforms

classi�ers looking at either modality individually.
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5 Discussion and Future Direction

In this thesis, multiple neurological data sets were analyzed by eight open

source machine learning classi�ers after the data had been transformed by

four open source preprocessing algorithms. Signi�cant classi�cation accuracies

were achieved in diagnosing mental illness and di�erentiating between di�erent

mental illness using freely available software. This work supports the idea that

analysis can be done cheaply and well should scienti�c data be made available

for analysis by the public.

While the machine learning algorithms do most of the hard work for us,

many problems can and will appear during the construction of software for data

analysis purposes. Because the datasets we use machine learning algorithms

to analyze are too large and complex to extract useful information from by

hand, it can be easy to confuse or misrepresent some aspect of the data in

a way that can produce erroneous results that may not immediately appear

suspect, or if the researcher is lucky, will produce results that are obviously

erroneous. Common examples of data manipulation mistakes include testing

classi�cation accuracy on samples the classi�er has already seen and trained on,

leading to near perfect scores or losing the proper group/class labeling causing

the classi�er to perform no better than a random guess in class prediction.

If programming related errors such as those just mentioned occur, they can

lead the researchers to false conclusions about the integrity of the data or the

machine learning algorithms being used.

Classi�ers have varied uses and applications but they are driven by two

main functions. Supervised classi�ers '�t' to a training data set with respect

to the class of each sample in the training data. This does not create data,

but prepares the classi�er for prediction, predicting the class of the testing
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data set gives the user the correct class and the predicted class of each ex-

ample the classi�er tried to predict the class of, allowing the construction of

a 'classi�cation accuracy' for that testing set, best viewed using a confusion

matrix. Properly organizing the pipeline of the results can be a complex task

when comparing di�erent fusions of related datasets or running something at

a range of di�erent parameters seeking optimization. Having an abstracted

interface that allows powerful queries without the overhead of setting up a

database facilitates this.

Combining classi�ers together to form a 'meta-classi�er' is an intriguing

option for increasing classi�cation accuracy. Each classi�er we use predicts the

class of an example and its accuracy is computed by comparing the prediction

against the known class of the testing example. The idea is to build a classi�er

whose inputs are the outputs of multiple classi�ers, where the 'meta-classi�er'

could gain increased accuracy in light of incorrect classi�cations by the lower

level classi�ers.

This thesis could be expanded upon by adding to the list of classi�ers and

dimensionality reduction techniques we chose to employ. The sklearn machine

learning library for python that was used has tens of other classi�ers that were

not selected but may well perform better for this problem space or others. The

concept of high throughput machine learning classi�cation, using all available

tools to identify what works best without the overhead of thinking, is an

intriguing idea. Most published papers in the machine learning community

appear to select only a few di�erent algorithms. Unless a dataset is of such

a size that computing resources become limited, a shotgun-like approach to

determining the best tool is important.

One of the more interesting aspects of this thesis is the monetary cost

involved in carrying out the analysis. While the data collection required the
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concerted e�ort of many researchers who collectively spent thousands of hours

scanning patients as well as the cost involved in buying and maintaining a

multimillion dollar liquid nitrogen cooled 3-tesla magnetic resonance imaging

machine, all analysis described in this thesis used freely available software, the

entire process costing no more than the power used by the personal computer

and the stimulants used to keep the unpaid undergraduate researcher alert.

Additionally, HIPAA safe medical data, both genetic and imaging, is in-

creasingly being made freely and publicly available on the internet for analysis

by anyone interested. This represents a paradigm shift in the demographics of

researchers who have access to data that still contains novel discoveries waiting

to be found and resources for analysis that have long been limited to employees

of corporate and government institutions, a change that could fundamentally

shift the organization and structure of the scienti�c community.
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6 Appendix

Dataset A

62 healthy controls (HC, age 38± 17, 30 females), 54 patients with schizophre-

nia (SZ, age 37 ± 12, 22 females) and 48 patients with bipolar disorder (BP,

age 37 ± 14, 26 females) were recruited at the Olin Neuropsychiatric Research

Center and were scanned by both fMRI and DTI. All subjects gave written,

informed, Hartford hospital IRB approved consent. Schizophrenia or bipolar

disorder was diagnosed according to DSM-IV-TR criteria in the on the basis of

a structured clinical interview (First et al., 1995) administered by a research

nurse and review of the medical �le. All patients were stabilized on medica-

tion prior to the scan session in this study. Healthy participants were screened

to ensure they were free from DSM-IV Axis I or Axis II psychopathology

(assessed using the SCID (Spitzer et al., 1996)) and also interviewed to deter-

mine that there was no history of psychosis in any �rst-degree relatives). All

subjects were urine-screened to eliminate those who were positive for abused

substances. Patients and controls were age and gender matched, with no sig-

ni�cant di�erences among 3 groups, where age: p = 0.93, F = 0.07, DF = 2.

Sex: p = 0.99, χ2 = 0.017, DF= 2. All participants had normal hearing, and

were able to perform the oddball task successfully during practice prior to the

scanning session. [14]

The Auditory oddball task involved subjects encountering three frequencies

of sounds: target (1200 Hz with probability, p = 0.09), novel (computer gen-

erated complex tones, p = 0.09), and standard (1000 Hz, p = 0.82) presented

through a computer system via sound insulated, MR-compatible earphones.

Stimuli were presented sequentially in pseudorandom order for 200 ms each
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with inter-stimulus interval (ISI) varying randomly from 500 to 2050 ms. Sub-

jects were asked to make a quick button-press response with their right index

�nger upon each presentation of each target stimulus; no response was required

for the other two stimuli. Two runs of 244 stimuli were presented (Kiehl et

al., 2001). [14]

Scans were acquired at the Institute of Living, Hartford, CT on a 3 T

dedicated head scanner (Siemens Allegra) equipped with 40 mT/m gradients

and a standard quadrature head coil. The functional scans were acquired using

gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) with the following parameters: repeat

time (TR)= 1.5 s, echo time (TE)= 27 ms, �eld of view= 24 cm, acquisition

matrix= 64Ö 64, �ip angle= 70°, voxel size = 3.75 Ö 3.75 Ö 4 mm3, slice thick-

ness= 4 mm, gap= 1 mm, and number of slices = 29; ascending acquisition.

Six dummy scans were carried out at the beginning to allow for longitudinal

equilibrium, after which the paradigm was automatically triggered to start by

the scanner. DTI images were acquired via a single-shot spin-echo echo planar

imaging (EPI) with a twice-refocused balance echo sequence to reduce eddy

current distortions, TR/TE= 5900/83 ms, FOV = 20 cm, acquisition matrix =

128 Ö 96, reconstruction matrix 128 Ö 128, 8 averages, b = 0, and 1000 s/mm2

along 12 non-collinear directions, 45 contiguous axial slices with 3 mm slice

thickness. fMRI preprocessing fMRI data were preprocessed using the software

package SPM5 (http://www.�l.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/)(Friston et

al., 2005). Images were realigned using INRIalign, a motion correction algo-

rithm unbiased by local signal changes (Freire et al., 2002). Data were spatially

normalized into the standard MNI space (Friston et al., 1995), smoothed with

a 12 mm 3 full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. The data, originally

3.75 Ö 3.75 Ö 4 mm, were slightly subsampled to 3 Ö 3 Ö 3 mm, resulting in

53 Ö 63 Ö 46 voxels. [14]
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Dataset B

DTI, resting state fMRI and sMRI data of collected from 63 subjects col-

lected recruited as part of a multimodal schizophrenia center for biomedical re-

search excellence (COBRE) study at the Mind Research Network (http://COBRE.mrn.org

). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects according to institutional

guidelines at the University of New Mexico (UNM). All subjects were screened

and excluded if they had history of neurological disorder, history of mental re-

tardation, history of severe head trauma with more than 5 minutes loss of

consciousness, or history of substance abuse or dependence within the last

12 months. (except for nicotine). Healthy controls were free from any Axis

I disorder, as assessed with the SCID-NP (Structured Clinical Interview for

DSM-IV-TR, Non-patient version). Patients met criteria for schizophrenia de-

�ned by the DSM-IV-TR based on the SCID-P interview (First, 1995). All

patients were on stable medication prior to the fMRI scan session. The two

groups did not di�er with regard to age, gender and ethnicity Imaging Param-

eters Dataset. All the data were collected on a 3-Tesla Siemens Trio scanner

with a 12-channel radio frequency coil at the Mind Research Network.[15]

Results

Below are more detailed results of another classi�cation experiment with

di�erent parameters. These were computed using 100 iterations of random

sampling at 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% training set sizes with 10 com-

ponents used for ICA and PCA. These depict the e�ect of training size and

modality on the accuracy of the classi�ers. The accuracy and name of the

most accurate classi�er are displayed for each pairing of modalities and train-

ing sizes.
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Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LR (.798) LR (.629) LR (.834)

25% LR (.816) LR (.658) LR (.861)

50% LR (.820) LSVM (.667) LR (.872)

75% LSVM (.817) LR (.665) LR (.876)

90% LR (.822) RF (.680) LR (.889)

Table 3: Dataset A - Linear Discriminant Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Bipolar
vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% BNB (.405) KNN (.404) KNN (.417)

25% GNB (.417) RF (.420) KNN (.440)

50% GNB (.437) RF (.448) RF (.470)

75% GNB (.426) RF (.462) RF (.472)

90% RF (.456) RF (.469) RF (.526)

Table 4: Dataset A - Independent Component Analysis -Schizophrenia vs
Bipolar vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LSVM (.381) KNN (.437) RF (.411)

25% GNB (.418) KNN (.457) GNB (.461)

50% GNB (.460) LR (.470) RF (.487)

75% GNB (.467) LSVM (.503) LR (.502)

90% LR (.478) LSVM (.520) BNB (.517)

Table 5: Dataset A - Principal Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Bipolar
vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% KNN (.890) LR (.801) LR (.933)

25% LR (.893) LR (.817) GNB (.949)

50% LR (.890) LR (.827) GNB (.957)

75% LSVM (.884) LR (.820) KNN (.962)

90% GNB (.883) LR (.837) KNN (.967)

Table 6: Dataset A - Linear Discriminant Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Control
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Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% KNN (.573) KNN(.596) RF (.581)

25% GNB (.612) RF (.617) GNB (.628)

50% GNB (.626) GNB (.640) GNB (.678

75% GNB (.599) GNB (.656) GNB (.688)

90% GNB (.636) RF (.679) GNB (.710)

Table 10: Dataset A - Independent Component Analysis - Bipolar vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% BNB (.567) KNN (.580) RF (.580)

25% GNB (.579) RF (.624) KNN (.644)

50% GNB (.596) RF (.650) RF (.677)

75% RF (.620) RF (.656) RF (.693)

90% RF (.648) RF (.692) RF (.737)

Table 7: Dataset A - Independent Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs
Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LR (.558) KNN (.665) LR (.595)

25% GNB (.580) KNN(.687) RF (.648)

50% GNB (.619) KNN (.713) RF (.692)

75% GNB (.636) LSVM (.711) RF (.719)

90% GNB(.567) KNN (.745) RF (.722)

Table 8: Dataset A - Principal Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LR (.846) LR(.733) LR (.876)

25% LR (.871) LR (.787) LR (.907)

50% LR (.879) LSVM (.798) LR (.911)

75% LR (.885) LR (.803) LR (.918)

90% LR (.876) KNN (.806) LR (.918)

Table 9: Dataset A - Linear Discriminant Analysis - Bipolar vs Control
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Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% BNB (.540) KNN (.539) BNB (.538)

25% BNB (.570) RBF(.532) BNB (.560)

50% BNB (.582) RBF(.529) BNB (.581)

75% BNB (.608) BNB (.545) BNB (.606)

90% BNB (.605) RBF(.545) BNB (.605)

Table 14: Dataset A - Principal Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Bipo-
lar

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LSVM (.571) LR (.598) RF (.583)

25% GNB (.595) KNN (.621) GNB (.623)

50% GNB (.611) LSVM (.664) KNN (.651)

75% GNB (.630) LSVM (.690) LR (.671)

90% RF (.638) LSVM (.698) RF (.688)

Table 11: Dataset A - Principal Component Analysis - Bipolar vs Control

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% LR (.879) LR (.718) LR (.874)

25% LR (.890) LR (.745) LR (.884)

50% LR (.892) RF (.768) LR (.897)

75% RF (.900) RF (.759) LR (.897)

90% RF (.915) KNN (.802) LR (.903)

Table 12: Dataset A - Linear Discriminant Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Bipolar

Percent Training Size fMRI FA fMRI+FA

10% BNB (.543) LSVM (.527) BNB (.547)

25% LSVM (.532) BNB (.552) BNB (.537)

50% BNB (.563) BNB(.553) BNB (.559)

75% LSVM (.538) BNB (.574) LR (.550)

90% RF (.551) LR (.575) LR (.564)

Table 13: Dataset A - Independent Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs
Bipolar
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Percent Training Size FA ALFF GM FA+ALFF ALFF+GM FA+GM FA+ALFF+GM

10% LR (.740) LR (.845) LR (.922) LR (.867) LR (.945) LR (.932) LR (.950)

25% LR (.768) LSVM (.856) LR (.923) KNN (.881) LR (.960) LR (.932) LR (.962)

50% LR (.766) RBF(.862) LR (.926) GNB (.883) LR (.965) RBF(.941) RBF(.964)

75% LR (.766) RBF(.874) RBF(.948) GNB (.883) LR (.962) RBF(.950) RBF(.969)

90% LR (.807) RBF(.877) RBF(.949) LSVM (.894) LR (.961) RBF(.953) RBF(.966)

Table 15: Dataset B - Linear Discriminant Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Control

Percent Training Size FA ALFF GM FA+ALFF ALFF+GM FA+GM FA+ALFF+GM

10% RF (.562) LSVM (.552) LSVM (.552) LR (.552) RF (.554) LSVM (.552) RF (.565)

25% LR (.573) LR (.563) BNB (.576) LR (.598) RF (.578) BNB (.581) LR (.584)

50% BNB (.613) RF (.587) LR (.567) LR (.615) LR (.591) BNB (.618) LR (.612)

75% KNN (.618) RF (.623) KNN (.608) LR (.634) RF (.616) BNB (.604) LSVM (.632)

90% KNN (.686) RF (.647) KNN (.671) LR (.670) RF (.649) BNB (.657) RF (.627)

Table 16: Dataset B - Independent Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs
Control

Percent Training Size FA ALFF GM FA+ALFF ALFF+GM FA+GM FA+ALFF+GM

10% LR (.574) RBF(.552) LSVM (.567) RBF(.552) RBF(.552) RBF(.553) RF (.558)

25% LSVM (.583) RBF(.563) LR (.589) GNB (.572) RBF(.562) LR (.602) RBF(.562)

50% LR (.613) RF (.574) RBF(.621) RF (.596) LR (.584) LR (.615) RF (.603)

75% LSVM (.648) RF (.622) RBF(.644) RF (.610) RF (.609) RBF(.615) RF (.608)

90% LSVM (.643) LSVM (.639) RBF(.664) RF (.660 RF (.636) RBF(.627) RF (.634)

Table 17: Dataset B - Principal Component Analysis - Schizophrenia vs Con-
trol
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